
CRL School 2023

Why CRL (http://crlab.eu) ?

http://crlab.eu/


The rift of Corinth

The western rift of Corinth is the fastest extending area in 
Europe and one of the fastest in the world.



We are here



Nafpaktos is there



The meeting room of the CRLSchool is there



A great area for history and culture



The centre of the universe is here



The most seismic area in Europe



Western Mediterranean geodynamics



Geodynamics in Greece



Large earthquakes in the rift of Corinth 1800-2000



Active faults near big cities

The Psathopirgos fault



Active faults at home !

The Lakka fault, south side of the rift



Put your hands on active faults



Put your hands on active faults



More than 50 permanent instruments in the field



Half of them are seismic stations



The European Plate Observing System

WG1 - Seismological Observatories and Research Infrastructures
WG2 - Volcano Observations;
WG3 - Geological and Surface Dynamics data;
WG4 - GNSS data and other Geodetic data;
WG5a - OBS
WG5b - Near Fault Observatory
WG6 - Analytical and Experimental Laboratories;
WG7 - e-infrastructures and virtual community (HPC and Grid);
WG8 - Satellite information data;
WG9 - Magnetic Observations;
WG 10 - Infrastructures for Georesources

WG1 - Seismological Observatories and Research Infrastructures
WG2 - Volcano Observations;
WG3 - Geological and Surface Dynamics data;
WG4 - GNSS data and other Geodetic data;
WG5a - OBS

WG5b - Near Fault Observatory
WG6 - Analytical and Experimental Laboratories;
WG7 - e-infrastructures and virtual community (HPC and Grid);
WG8 - Satellite information data;
WG9 - Magnetic Observations;
WG 10 - Infrastructures for Georesources

www.epos-eu.org



The CRL web portal



A seismic zone easily accessible in the 
field and ideal for education and training



A seismic zone easily accessible in the field 
and ideal for education and training
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